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UNARCO MATERIAL HANDLING, INC., SPRINGFIELD, TN PURCHASES ASSETS AND 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF CREATIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS. 

 
UNARCO, an industry leader in engineered warehouse and distribution center storage systems, will now 

take over the manufacturing and assembly of all carton flow and pallet flow system designs formerly 
produced by Creative Storage Systems (CSS). 

 
Springfield, Tennessee (February 20, 2015) – UNARCO Material Handling, Inc.  
 
Unarco Material Handling, Inc. is excited to announce the recent purchase of the assets and intellectual 
property of Creative Storage Systems (CSS) which manufactures and engineers gravity flow systems for 
the material handling industry.  UNARCO will launch a new division, Concentric Storage Systems, which 
will feature these engineered designs for carton flow and pallet flow storage options.   
 
The Dura-Flo™ and D2™ low-profile lines will combine with UNARCO’s RhinoTrac™ and CartonTrax™ 
designs to provide customers with the most complete carton flow offering in the industry.  The ease of 
pre-assembled, drop-in lanes, combined with patented maintenance-free wheels and self-lubricating 
axles provides smooth flow with virtually no hang-ups.  Dura-Flo™ product lines offer a wide variety of 
attachments, including extension feet for mounting to any manufacturer’s carton flow support beams.   
 
Concentric Pallet Flow varieties will now include the large assortment of CSS wheel options including 
bearing and bearingless wheel designs and FreeWheelers™ rib-reinforced resin design wheels.  
FreeWheelers™ are manufactured with maintenance-free, self-lubricating axles that are wash down 
friendly.  The patented CSS brake systems and speed controllers which are installed in the tracks at the 
factory are manufactured with high-strength, glass reinforced resin and molded-in reinforcements.  
Speed controllers are specially lubricated for any temperature environment and use the patented 
cantilever wheel support design.  Additional pallet flow options include full-bed rollers for the flow of 
unique and unusual pallets and containers as well as UNARCO’s own metal skate-wheel design.  
Concentric Storage Systems will offer a flow product for any pallet, in any condition, even when the 
surface and other manufacturer’s conveyance designs do not provide reliable flow. 
 
The new Concentric Storage Systems products will be on display at ProMat 2015, March 23 - 26 at 
McCormick Place in booth #1031.   
 
 

 


